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Figure 1: Two objects made of mirror materials under different environment maps generated by our system. F.l.t.r: illumination is optimized
to produce a more reflective look using the user-specified Apparent Gloss (AG) parameter.

Abstract
Product lighting design is a laborious and time-consuming task. With product illustrations being increasingly rendered, the
lighting challenge transferred to the virtual realm. Our approach targets lighting design in the context of a scene with fixed
objects, materials, and camera parameters, illuminated by environmental lighting. Our solution offers control over the depiction
of material characteristics and shape details by optimizing the illuminating environment-map. To that end, we introduce a metric
that assesses the shape and material cues in terms of the designed appearance. We formalize the process and support steering
the outcome using additional design constraints. We illustrate our solution with several challenging examples.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Computational photography; Image processing; Perception;

1. Introduction

Traditional product photography uses complex lighting setups to
achieve a desired result, often involving expensive equipment; a
lengthy and laborious setup process [HBF12b]. For this reason,
creating and rendering virtual counterparts has become a standard
procedure in product design. Nevertheless, even in a virtual setting,
controlling lighting effectively is a challenge.

† {b.usta,s.pont,e.eisemann}@tudelft.nl

Light designers commonly employ an environment map to sim-
ulate the complexity of natural environmental lighting. However,
choosing or designing such a map to reveal the desired appear-
ance is difficult. By directly editing the map, the resulting image
can only be indirectly influenced. It requires expertise with corre-
sponding tools for editing the environment map efficiently, as well
as in-depth knowledge regarding the interaction of light and ma-
terial to steer the process. Here, we present an automated system
that assists artists in environment map design for scenes with fixed
objects, materials, and camera parameters.
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On the one hand, lighting designers, pursue artistic goals such
as creating a mood or delivering a message by drawing atten-
tion to a specific region. Our solution therefore offers a painting
metaphor to specify a target brightness for regions of interest, sim-
ilar to [ADW04], which are respected during the derivation of the
environment map.

By arranging the lighting carefully, the appearance of shape and
material can be heavily influenced. Lighting designers can aim to
emphasize or hide various object characteristics through lighting
to, e.g., create attractive product photographs for e-commerce.

We propose a method to control apparent shape and material si-
multaneously based on the concept of shading flow [BZ96]. Instead
of reconstructing shape from shading, we optimize the environment
map to realise a desired appearance. We note that image gradients
can represent shape and material cues, which we optimize in our
framework by producing a suitable environment map based on a
novel cost function. Further, we introduce Apparent Gloss (AG) pa-
rameter that can strongly impact the material impression. This pa-
rameter can be applied locally and leads to an environment map that
makes even a glossy object appear diffuse (equal 1) or increasingly
glossy (larger than 1) by optimizing the environmental illumination
accordingly. Hereby, we can influence the local surface appearance
albeit not changing the actual material properties.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• A system to define lighting design goals using a painting-based

interface;
• An environment-map optimization framework to satisfy design

goals;
• A cost function that covers material and shape cues.

2. Related Work

Here, we will discuss principles of lighting design, digital lighting
design interfaces, and computer-aided solutions.

Lighting Design Principles Digital product lighting designers fol-
low guidelines [HBF12b] relating to the underlying shape, material
and goals for visually communicating the product properties.

Light interacts with scene geometry and material and produces
several visual features such as smooth shading, specular highlights,
and shadow boundaries. These features contribute to a viewers’
scene understanding and shape perception but the exact role of each
visual cue has not been well understood [CF07]. Different combi-
nations of visual cues can result in the same perceived shape and
material. People utilize various assumptions to infer shape among a
range of solutions [KDKT01]. One important visual cue that leads
to a stable shape perception among viewers [KHA*18] are high
image gradients at critical contours, where the surface is strongly
curved. Relative pixel intensities are also crucial for perceiving lo-
cal surface structure [JP94]. Specular highlights [FTA04; WP10]
and their orientation [KMA11] can provide cues regarding surface
orientation. By manipulating such visual cues, one can depict a sur-
face as flatter or more curved [MA14]. We aim to exploit these
mechanisms for lighting design.

Fleming et al. argue that humans can infer even the shape

of glossy materials, namely mirror objects, with great suc-
cess [FTA04], based on the distortion of the reflections. Our ap-
proach combines shading gradients and distorted reflections to pro-
nounce the shape of metal objects.

General cues for perceived glossiness for rendered images have
been heavily studied; contrast and sharpness being the most ef-
fective ones [PFG00; WAKB09]. In fact, if they are not in line
with the objects’ diffuse shading, our perception of the material
is diminished [KMA11; SN18]. In addition, if reflections exhibit
real-world statistics, humans perform better in inferring the object
glossiness [FDA03; vAWP16]. Image histogram skewness was pro-
posed to quantify the perceived glossiness [MNSA07], but some
reported contradicting findings [WP10; AK09].

Illumination patterns can influence glossiness percep-
tion [DBM07; WP10; ZdRBP19] and blurred environment
maps can make glossy materials appear matte [DBM07]. However,
such an operation is difficult to control or quantify. Bousseau et
al. [BCRA11] developed metrics for producing a lighting setup
emphasizing the glossy appearance. Their metric for metals and
materials that exhibit strong Fresnel effects only maximizes total
image gradients ignoring curvature and spatial image relations.
Thus, it does not necessarily capture contrast, sharpness, or
orientation of highlights. Notice a sharp gradient over a set of
pixels and a gray image with noise can have the same total image
gradient.

Figure 2: Left and middle: Glass-object photograph with high-
lighted contours, small specular reflections are avoided and the
background has a constant color (usually black or white). Right:
An additional highlight on the body can serve to emphasise the
shape [HBF12a].

Glass is one of the most challenging materials to depict, as it
is both reflective and refractive. It can produce confusing features
leading to an ambiguous material perception for complex struc-
tures [TN19]. Professional photographers typically use a setup,
where only contours are highlighted and the center is free from
specular highlights [HBF12a] (Fig. 2 left, middle). In such a sce-
nario, only the shape’s silhouette is well visible and designers
specifically aim for a simple dark or white background visible
through the shape. Still, a specular highlight on a glass bottle could
be preferred for certain product presentation goals (Fig. 2 right).

Digital Lighting Design Interfaces Kerr and Pellacini [KP09]
suggest that there are three types of interfaces for digital lighting
design; direct, indirect, and painting-based. In the first, artists di-
rectly manipulate light-source parameters. The second enables di-
rect modification of visual features (shadows, highlights, ambient
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color) [Pel10; BPB13] and an optimizer determines the light pa-
rameters. Finally, in painting-based solutions, desired visual fea-
tures are drawn on the image and a lighting setup that produces
the appearance is found through optimization [PRJ97; ADW04;
PBMF07]. Kerr and Pellacini argue that despite its ease of use,
painting-based interfaces are not superior because users are re-
quired to paint accurately to obtain satisfactory results, which is
challenging for novice users. Our painting-based interface does not
require such precision.

Computer-aided lighting design Many automatic solutions find
optimal light parameters to satisfy user requirements for shape
depiction [SL01; LHV06; WK13; WVBT16], material depic-
tion [SL01], and aesthetics [PBMF07; LGCB14; GLCC18]. How-
ever, these solutions focus on a few light sources. Other approaches
enable indirect modifications of the environment maps by selecting
features in the image [Pel10]. Yet, a local change can have global
impact. Instead, a suitable environment map can be produced based
on various constraints from scratch [BCRA11]. We adopt such a
solution and illustrate the effectiveness of integrating shape cues.

Compositing solutions [FA07; BPB13] offer a large degree of
freedom but can fail to produce convincing and physically-correct
images (e.g., different light sources for different image regions).

3. Optimization Framework

Our framework enables users to design environment maps using
simple view annotations that allow local appearance design. Fig. 3
shows an overview of our framework. A typical design session
starts with a few user annotations for the apparent shape and ma-
terial design. Depending on how the optimizer progresses, the user
interferes with the process and iterates the design or updates the
global parameters. We refer to our supplementary video for an il-
lustration of the interaction with the system. Here, we will first ex-
plain its principles and then introduce the design tools.

Our goal is to support three design goals; shape-material, pixel
brightness and total luminosity, but our solution is extendable, sim-
ilar to [SL01]. These targets are met by deriving an environment
map w such that the resulting image I(w) minimizes a cost function
C. The cost function is a linear combination of separate cost func-
tions Ci with user-defined weights βi: C = βSMCSM +βBCB+βLCL,
according to the above-defined three design goals. These weights
come with default values but are made available in the interface
to the user to give more fine-grained control over the optimization
process.

To avoid rendering costs during optimization, we pre-integrate
the light transport in the image domain following [BCRA11]. We
produce a matrix T , in which each column corresponds to the re-
sulting image pixels, when illuminated with a single texel of the
environment map w. We can compute the final image I(w) by mul-
tiplying the environment map w with T : I(w) = Tw.

3.1. Shape-Material Cost Function

Lighting affects how shape and material appear. However, they are
interdependent since changing one can influence the other’s appear-
ance. A lighting designer has to consider both simultaneously.

Following [BZ96], the image gradient can be linked to shape
and material appearance. Their assumption is that the shading gra-
dient is only caused by the orientation difference between surface
patches at each pixel, ignoring interreflections and shadows. We
will build upon these insights to derive a cost function that gives
control over the glossiness appearance of a model, which we intro-
duce in the following.

3.1.1. Diffuse Appearance

Given a single light direction and considering only diffuse shading,
a uniformly colored patch in an image is a likely indication of a flat
region, while a gradient in a certain direction implies a curving of
the surface along that direction. Our goal is to derive a cost function
that favors gradients along the curving diffuse surface. For this, we
will first describe the derivation of a goal gradient that captures the
expected gradients of the object depicting its shape. We propose
two methods, the first samples the result by rendering various im-
ages of the scene, the second is an analytical derivation. The goal
gradients will then be used to define the cost function that penalizes
deviations from the expected appearance.

Sample-Based Goal Gradients One way to estimate the expected
appearance of a diffuse object is to render the scene using a dif-
fuse white material under various directional light orientations and
analyze the resulting image gradients. For each pixel, we hereby
collect gradient samples. In order to capture the general orientation
of the shading gradients we perform a PCA for each pixel con-
sidering the renderings that produce a nonzero gradient. The first
component of the PCA gives the orientation of the larger gradients,
which is the orientation of the view-dependent principal curvature,
λp. View-dependent curvature measures the visible bending of a
surface [JDA07]. Additionally, we calculate the expected gradient
magnitude, E[|∇Ip|], using the same nonzero gradient samples by
averaging the absolute magnitude of projected gradient samples
onto the first component of the PCA. Finally, we define the goal
diffuse shading gradient for pixel p as Gp = λp ∗E[|∇Ip|]. Please
note that the shading largely varies along the principle direction
of the view-dependent curvature but the same curving surface can
lead to a gradient from light to dark or dark to light, depending on
the position of the light source. For this reason, only the expected
magnitude is of relevance.

Normal-Based Goal Gradients To avoid sampling, we also
present an analytical derivation of a goal gradient. Nevertheless,
this technique disregards shadows and interreflections and purely
considers surface orientation.

The pixel’s value Ip(φ) on a diffuse surface with reflectance
ρ receiving light from direction φ with intensity one is given by
Ip(φ) = ρmax(0,npφ), where np is the object’s normal in pixel p.
To simplify notations, we assume ρ = 1.

We now describe the derivation of normal-based E[|∇Ip|], the
expected gradient magnitude. We approximate it calculating for
both the horizontal and vertical neighbor and taking the maximum
since it is closer to the orientation of λ. Two horizontal neighbor-
ing pixels p,q whose normals np,nq have an angular difference θ

can either point towards each other (concave) or away from each
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Figure 3: Overview. Starting with a 3D scene description, the user can locally design Shape-Material appearance and brightness using paint-
ing interfaces. The user can further guide the optimizer by specifying global parameters. Then, our optimizer searches for an environment
map that satisfy the design goals. During optimization, the user can step in and update their design until being satisfied.

Figure 4: Concave (left) and convex (right) cases are treated sep-
arately to compute E[|∇Ip|].

other (convex). We calculated convex and concave cases separately
because in the latter case, neighbor patches occlude each other for
some illumination directions. Due to symmetry, only half the light
directions need to be considered to determine E[|∇Ip|] (green in
Fig. 4).

To proceed, in deriving E[|∇Ip|], we assume two adjacent
patches with their corresponding normals. For each light direction,
we want to determine the shading difference, thus the resulting im-
age gradient. Averaging these differences will allow us to conclude
on the expected gradient magnitude.

To derive the result, we group the light directions according to
whether a surface patch is lit or not, which determines the inte-
gration bounds. This enables us to eliminate the norm around the
cosine evaluation (Fig. 4). First, we consider the concave case:
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where α and β represent the azimuth and the altitude respec-

tively. Second, the convex case, with adjusted bounds, yields:
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Lastly, on the countour of the object, we have pixels without a
visible neighbor patch. We assume the normal is−np and compute
E[|∇Ip|] as 0.5 using the convex case formula with the angular dif-
ference π.

3.1.2. Glossy Appearance

We have seen that diffuse surfaces would lead to a gradient of
E[|∇Ip|], while the presence of highlights implies a larger con-
trast. By scaling the goal gradient magnitude with our parame-
ter AGp, we can implicitly control the depicted glossiness at pixel
p. As we set the light source’s intensity to one, a gradient can-
not be larger than one. Thus, we allow scaling the goal gradient,
such that |Ḡp| = 1. This scaling can be locally applied by defin-
ing corresponding masks. Thus, the goal gradient is defined as

Ḡp = min(
1
|Gp|

,AGp)∗λp ∗E[|∇Ip|]. AG enables us to design var-

ious apparent gloss; AG= 0 produces flat appearance, AG< 1 less
curved diffuse appearance, AG= 1 diffuse appearance for the de-
signed shape appearance and AG> 1 results in glossy appearance
(the higher is the glossier).

3.1.3. Cost Function

Our shape-material cost function consists of two terms evaluat-
ing different aspects of a given environment map; CSM = CSM1 +
βSM2CSM2 .

CSM1 calculates the distance between image gradient and cal-
culated goal gradient Ḡ while satisfying three objectives. First,
the gradient should follow the goal orientation. Second, since we
focus on shape appearance while supporting the designed mate-
rial, a nonzero gradient is preferred over a zero gradient if it fol-
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Figure 5: Shape-material cost function behavior for a 1D goal
(x:3) and a 2D goal (x:3, y:1) in left and right respectively

lows the expected direction. Thirdly, image gradient should not
be larger than a maximum value because of the light intensity
one assumption. A way to achieve this is to penalize pixels with
gradients larger than their goal gradients. The last criterion en-
sures that the cost of large gradient magnitudes do not dominate

the total cost. The term CSM1 =
1

∑i log(1+ |Ḡi|)
∑i MSM log(1 +√

|Ḡi−∇Ii||− Ḡi−∇Ii|) satisfies all conditions, where MSM is
a binary mask that selects relevant pixels for the error calculation
(See Fig. 5).

The second term CSM2 , called diffuse regularizer, handles a spe-
cial minima; alternating bright and dark pixels would satisfy the
first term with AGp = 1 because we need to work with the mag-
nitude to handle the orientation ambiguity. This solution does cer-
tainly not produce a diffuse appearance. Nevertheless, this solution
requires a low frequency pattern in the environment map. Using
a regularization in form of minimizing the spatial difference in the
environment map ensures that the optimizer is guided correctly. For
this term, we first calculate the spatial difference matrix H for an
equilateral environment map as

Hi, j =

{
∑arccos(di ∗d j), if i = j
−arccos(di ∗d j), otherwise,

where di is the vector to the i’th texel center. Secondly, we calcu-
late spatial difference weight, bi, for each environment-map texel
by analyzing AG values designed for the image pixels that i’th
texel illuminates. Taking the minimum, AGmini , we define bi =
1
n

max(0,γ−min(AGmini )) where n is the number of environment-
map texels and γ controls the AG range where the regularizer is ef-
fective. We set γ = 2 in our test cases.

3.2. Brightness Cost Function

Customized local lighting specifications are of high relevance to
designers [ADW04]. Our solution supports defining a local target
brightness (e.g., to highlight a label on a bottle or imposing a strong
contrast between fore- and background). One option is to define the
cost function for a pixel i as the absolute difference between Ii and
the target brightness Bi. However, human brightness perception is
not linear. Thus, we map the brightness values to a perceptually lin-
ear space and define the brightness cost function as:

CB =
1

|{i|Bi 6= 0}| ∑δi(Ii(w)γ − Bγ

i )
2, with γ = 0.5 following

Steven’s Power Law and δi is a per-pixel strength that allows to
place local importance on the brightness goals.

While other systems [KP09] require a very careful and precise
annotation for high quality results, our solution is more forgiving
towards annotation mistakes due to the effective shape-material de-
sign.

3.3. Total Luminosity Cost Function

Our last cost function term CL controls the total luminosity of the
environment map via the user-specified parameter L. Hereby, the
overall appearance can be influenced, such as a metal look under
bright illumination or a diffuse look under dark illumination. Addi-
tionally, it helps keeping the result within the displayable range.
Since the environment pixels are only indirectly influencing the
final image, we adopted an L2 cost function. It is calculated as

CL =
1
n
(L−∑

n a j ∗w j)
2 where a j is the solid angle and w j is the

value of the environment map’s j’th texel.

4. Implementation

We implemented our solution in C++ using OpenCV [Bra00] on
an Intel i7-8700 CPU with 16GB of RAM, NVIDIA GTX 1080TI
GPU, and Windows 10.

We initialize the Light Transport Matrix T and normals per pixel
using PBRT [PH10]. For the optimization, we use low-resolution
images (around 40K pixels in total) and an environment map of
64x32 texels. While performance and quality depend on the sam-
pling rates, these values proved sufficient in practice for all shown
examples. For the shape-material goal, a mask is generated to con-
tain all pixels covering the object. Image gradients are calculated
considering the pixels at the right and bottom for the horizontal and
vertical components respectively. At each optimization iteration,
our algorithm produces a new environment map via the LBFGS-B
algorithm [BLNZ03] using the implementation from [Qiu20] with
its default parameters. We set the algorithm’s lower bounds to a
very small positive value to rule out negative values for the en-
vironment map pixels, which would result in physically incorrect
lighting.

Hierarchical optimization We implemented a hierarchical solver
for performance. The environment map optimization proceeds from
a lower resolution version (4x2) to the original resolution (64x32).
For a fast computation, we can populate the lower-resolution light-
transport matrices directly by sampling the original matrix T. After
the optimization of one level is finished, we linearly upsample the
solution to the next level and continue.

5. Results

To show that our goal gradients are reasonable, we show that they
can give a good indication of a lighting’s performance with respect
to shape depiction for diffuse objects. Fig. 6 shows diffuse spheres
illuminated with different directional lights. The scatter plots il-
lustrate the relation between our normal-based goal gradients and
image gradients. Illuminating the sphere with a slant of 0◦ exhibits
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Figure 6: Diffuse spheres under light from different angles with
respect to the viewing direction. The plots compare image gradi-
ent magnitudes (top plot) and angles (bottom plot) against normal-
based goal gradients magnitude E[|∇Ip|] and orientation λp. The
x=y line corresponds to a perfect shading gradient according to
our cost function for diffuse surfaces.

a very flat look at the center and a high gradient near the edges.
While the gradient orientation generally matches the goal gradient
orientations, the gradient magnitude plot shows that many pixels
have a lower gradient than their goal gradient (the central pixels) -
they are not depicting the shape well.

The slant 60◦ case has very strong highlights and shadows, that
leave parts in the dark or cast shadow borders, which limits the
shape perception. We see that this setting leads to gradients that do
not follow the principal curvature. Further, we observe diverging
gradient magnitude and orientation from our goal gradients (See
Slant 60◦ case) indicating its low performance for shape and diffuse
material depiction. We should stress that our goal gradients ignore
aesthetic concerns though.

The slant 30◦ case gets closest to our goal gradient definition and
indeed provides a more suitable shape depiction.

Our sample-based goal gradient computation takes interreflec-
tions and self-shadows into account. In Fig. 7, we show the dif-
ference between normal- and sample-based goal gradients for
the given scene. Despite the high similarity between both trends,
the sample-based goal gradient magnitudes are smaller than the
normal-based gradients due to the considered effects. For example,
interreflections near where the hair touches the face reduce the ex-
pected gradient. The Serapis model illuminated with 30◦ slanted di-
rectional light produces larger gradients than our sample-based goal
gradients, which would indicate that the given illumination empha-
sizes surface orientation changes. Hair and beard exhibit hard shad-
ows which are not ideal for shape perception. Our sample-based
approach captures this characteristics. These cases are usually mit-
igated using fill lights in professional product photography.

Figure 7: Serapis bust with white diffuse material, illuminated by
a directional light slant 30◦ with intensity 0.5. The plot shows the
averaged gradient magnitudes. The dashed lines show the perfect
shading gradient magnitudes according to our shape-material goal
gradients (here, expected values are halved for the plot to reflect the
lower light intensity).

Figure 8: Lucy statue illuminated with our solution, a light aligned
with the view direction and a light coming from the top right of
the camera. Cost values calculated with only our local shape and
material term CSM1 are 0.132, 0.156, 0.166 respectively.

Lighting design We illustrate the potential of shape enhancement
for diffuse objects and we compare our results with standard illumi-
nation directions used in studio photography [HBF12b]; a top-right
light direction and a light aligned with the viewing angle. In this
example and all following results, the optimization was initialized
with a gray (0.5) environment map, all global weights set to 1 and
the total luminosity parameter L is set to 3.

Fig. 8 shows that the frontal lighting produces a very flat shape
appearance. The top-right lighting looks fine but suffers from shad-
ows and over-saturation (i.e. the insets). Our solution creates a com-
parable appearance but emphasizes contours and curved regions
(e.g., wings, cloth wrinkles) without exhibiting strong shadows or
saturated parts.

We emphasize that our optimizer reacts to changes in the ge-
ometry well (See Fig. 9). The illumination for the edited fertility
model (podium is removed from the mesh) is brighter at the bot-
tom compared to the illumination for the original fertility model.

c© 2022 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: Original and edited fertility (no podium) models with
diffuse material are illuminated with our optimized lighting for en-
hanced shape depiction. Last column shows the normalized pixel
differences of the two results, red and blue shows the brighter and
darker parts of the 2. and 1. column respectively.

The removal of the podium allowed the optimizer to emphasize the
curviness on the legs by adding light from below.

Altering the appearance of materials is more challenging for dif-
fuse objects than specular objects, as their BRDF basically acts
as a convolution on the incoming light [DHS*05]. Mirror-like
materials, in contrast, maintain high frequencies that are in the
environment-map and allows changing the apparent material by
changing the illumination patterns. Figure 1 shows that a larger AG
forces the optimizer to find an environment map that enhances the
depicted glossiness.

(a) βSM2 = 0 (b) βSM2 = 4

Figure 10: Lighting is optimized to produce matte appearance for
mirror spheres by setting diffuse regularizer weight, βSM2 , to 0 (left)
and 4 (right).

In Fig. 10, we present our results for mirror spheres with the
matte appearance design and show the effect of the diffuse reg-
ularizer term CSM2 on the results. Even though both environment
maps result in smooth shading, which satisfies the goal gradient
term CSM1 overall appearance of the result without CSM2 do not
look diffuse. With the help of the CSM2 , we can obtain the matte
appearance with only small artifacts close to the edges.

Fig. 11 compares our results to Bousseau et al. [BCRA11]. Our
approach makes the depicted glossiness easily controllable, while
their regularization term controls the presence of specular high-
lights that emphasize the glossiness. This focus on specular high-
lights ignores the depiction of shape. Additionally, their method

sometimes produces very dark results since it ignores the overall
brightness during optimization. Although manually changing the
exposure brings the image to a desired level of brightness, it in-
fluences the properties of the visual features, thus gloss depiction.
Nevertheless, their optimization approach is a lot faster and can be
a useful start for further lighting design.

Using the painting interface, the material appearance can be well
controlled, as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, local control is pos-
sible (Fig. 12). The result is very effective - the monkey head
seems to consist of three materials, despite this not being the case.
Nevertheless, pixels with differently-designed material appearance
may be illuminated in the same way, making it impossible to sat-
isfy multiple criteria at once. For example, for the monkey head
model, there are specular highlights in regions with AG=1 around
the right eye, which are caused by the criteria of the left part of the
face (AG=4). Such situations illustrate the limitations of targeting
a physically-correct lighting simulation, which exhibits the actual
challenge in the real world.

We also illustrate the brightness goals that can be added using
the painting interface. These annotations do not overrule shape-
material goals and can lead to sophisticated designs. For the fer-
tility model (Fig. 13), the left and the right parts of the image are
designed to appear bright and dark respectively while the unpainted
part of the model is designed to have a glossier appearance than
matte(AG=3). Some bright texels in the environment map leak into
the dark part due to value interpolation in the low-resolution map.
There is a brightness difference between the design and the result
at the top left and left of the model’s background. If desired, one
can adjust δi, the brightness goal weight for pixel i, to enforce a
brighter appearance for the top left part.

Simple glass models are typically illuminated with one of
the two standard lighting setups; dark and light field illumina-
tion [HBF12a]). However, more complex shapes and/or sophisti-
cated design goals pose challenging constraints and requires cus-
tom solutions that can be achieved by our approach (Fig. 14).
Brightness goals define the background color and help in creating
regions, where the background should shine through the glass body.
All annotations can be loose. However, since neither brightness
nor shape-material design overrules the other, obtaining a complete
black appearance at the center requires the brightness goal annota-
tion and the AG parameter to be set to 0 for these respective regions.
For AG > 0, highlights could appear on the black surface. Using our
solution, effective glass depiction can be easily achieved.

The optimizer usually finds an optimal solution between 2 and
3 minutes (Fig. 15). With the hierarchical approach, we gain a sig-
nificant convergence speed. For example, hierarchical optimization
almost converges to the result approximately before the first 10 sec-
onds for the sphere, while the standard approach takes about 50
seconds. A similar trend can be seen for both the Serapis and wine
glass.

Evaluation: In order to validate the usability of our tool, we con-
ducted an evaluation with 7 users. They had varying levels of ex-
pertise in product lighting design ranging from familiarity with a
3D design tool to being a lecturer on lighting design. After a short
tutorial of the tool, they were asked to complete two tasks; free ex-
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(a) AG=1 (b) AG=10 (c) AG=20 (d) α: 0.5 (e) α: 0.005 (f) α: 0.00005

Ours Bousseau et. al.
Figure 11: Fertility model illuminated with environment illumination that produced by our approach and Bousseau et. al. It shows how the
user specified parameters required by the two approaches control the illumination.

Figure 12: Example of a varying AG using hand-painted mask.
AG=0, AG=1, AG=4 guide the optimizer towards a flat, matte and
highly glossy look.

Figure 13: A user specifies the exact brightness value by casu-
ally painting over the scene(light green and dark green indicate
white and black goals respectively). AG=3 are used for the fertility
model. On the right, our optimizer outputs a result whose top left is
brighter achieved by changing the white goal weight δ

ploration with the mirror monkey head and mimicking a predefined
appearance for the mirror fertility model.

Although there was no time constraint, they obtained satisfying
results in 6.33 and 9.43 minutes on average for the Task 1 and 2
respectively. Then, we asked whether they find the tool easy to learn
and whether the tool meet their design goals where they can rate on
a scale of 1 to 5. Three of four inexperienced users who rated 2 or
3 for the experience level out of 5, found our solution easy to learn
(5, 5, 4) and easy to use (4, 4, 5). The other inexperienced user rated
easy to learn (5) but found it difficult to control the optimizer (1) via
the provided design tools. Their main difficulty stems from missing

Figure 14: Even though the results without brightness goals pro-
duces contours with sharp contrast, the use of brightness annota-
tions guided our optimizer to solutions that realize the widespread
product photography principles (the wine glass uses AG=7, while
the bottle uses AG=5).

feedback from the system when conflicts arise in the design, which
can lead to contradictions that the solver cannot resolve.

In the end, we asked open questions on the experience and the
points to be improved. Experienced participants expressed that they
find our solution extremely useful even though they would not com-
pletely rely on it since it limits their freedom and it requires a com-
pletely different approach to their typical work. However they sug-
gested various ways in which it can already improve their standard
workflow. First of all it can give various ideas before starting the ac-
tual lighting design. Secondly, it can produce quick drafts that can
accelerate discussions with customers. Lastly, it can also be useful
for educational purposes.

5.1. Limitations

Our solution only indirectly targets specular highlights. Fig. 16
shows that this solution, similar to Bousseau et al., has its limi-
tations for simple geometries like a sphere. Our optimizer produces
high contrast and sharp highlights through large gradients but the
results do not appear glossy for simple geometries. It supports that
sharp and high contrast are not sufficient cues for glossy appear-
ance. Previous studies [FDA03; vAWP16] revealed, that humans
perceive simple geometries to be glossy when the reflections repre-
sent statistics of natural environments.

Another limitation is shown in Fig. 2 (right). The optimizer re-
acted well on different appearance designs and found environment
maps that highlight the respective parts as desired, leading to a high
contrast at the contours with a uniform background and a small
specular highlight at the top right of the body (See Fig. 17)). Nev-
ertheless, the specular highlights could be better defined and some
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Figure 15: Shows the evolution of the cost in time (seconds). Each object is optimized with different AG values; with and without hierarchical
optimization approach.

(a) AG=10 (b) AG=20 (c) α: 0.5 (d) α: 0.00005

Ours Bousseau et. al.
Figure 16: Despite its simplicity, a sphere is a difficult case.
For higher AG values (glossy appearance design), our solution
produces large gradients but no glossy appearance. Previous
work [BCRA11] produces similar results for such special cases.

(a) Highlight top left (b) Highlight top right (c) Difference

Figure 17: We defined higher AG values for the contours, the top-
left, and top-right part of the body as an attempt to realize the bottle
appearance in Fig. 2 right. The latter has a specular highlight at
the top right of the bottle body. The left two images show the ob-
tained results for the shown shape-material designs. The last col-
umn shows the normalized difference of the two results, red and
blue shows the brighter and darker parts of the 2. and 1. column
respectively.

spurious specular highlights exist. One potential reason is that the
low-resolution environment maps reaching their limit and leading
to a local minimum. This is a limitation of the method because
higher resolutions require additional memory and compute time.

Finally, texture, as well as small-scale material changes, can pro-
duce strong gradients that are not in accordance with the shape. Our

method targets nontextured objects, as it might result in undesired
material appearances when the texture induces strong changes. Es-
pecially if textures encode specular material properties, the appear-
ance can change drastically, which is difficult to handle by our so-
lution.

6. Conclusion

Lighting design emphasizing shape and material is very common
but the task is inherently difficult, as both elements influence each
other. The key insight is to link shape orientation and curvature with
shading via a cost function derived for Lambertian materials. We
show that specularity cues can be enhanced using these constraints
as well. Our solution simplifies this complex aspect of lighting de-
sign and supports the creation of well-suited, yet complex environ-
ment maps with little effort for the user. The fact that our system
optimizes environmental lighting based on all user-specified con-
straints simultaneously is well adapted to capture the complex in-
terrelations between different annotations. Compared to previous
work, we were able to maintain a high level of control by allow-
ing global goals and local influence on the parameters. We demon-
strated various challenging scenarios with complex models and dif-
ficult design targets that our system could solve successfully. Our
user study shows that image based lighting design is very easy to
learn and practical for novice users. With its unique qualities, it is
an interesting addition to the lighting-design toolbox for both new
starters and experienced users.

In the future, we want to explore various cost functions that focus
directly on special material types, such as fabrics, which show vary-
ing visual features depending on the viewing conditions, and trans-
parent materials. Another direction that deserves further research is
extending our method to support colored environment map designs.
We also would like to investigate the potential of our shape-material
metric in a dynamic illumination setup.
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